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a b s t r a c t

A quantitative comparison of the usual and recent numerical treatments which are applied to the
Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) method are presented together with a new free-surface
treatment. A series of numerical treatments are studied to refine the numerical procedures of the SPH
method particularly for violent flows with a free surface. Two dimensional dam-break and sway-sloshing
problems in a tank are modeled by solving Euler's equation of motion utilizing weakly compressible SPH
method (WCSPH). Initially, the dam-break benchmark problem is studied by adopting only conventional
basic equations of SPH without any numerical remedy and then by considering numerical treatments of
interest one after another. In the WCSPH method, the precise calculation of the densities of the particles
is vital for the solution, accordingly a density correction algorithm is presented as a basic numerical
treatment. Subsequently, Monaghan's (1994) [1] XSPH velocity variant algorithm, artificial particle
displacement (APD) algorithm (Shaldoo et al., 2011) [2], and a hybrid combination of velocity updated
XSPH (VXSPH) and APD algorithms are implemented separately, but all with the density correction
algorithm as a default treatment. The effects of each of these treatments on the pressure and on the free
surface profiles are analyzed by comparing our numerical findings with experimental and numerical
results in the literature. After the detailed scrutiny on the dam-break problem, sway-sloshing problem is
handled with the VXSPHþAPD algorithm which has been noted to provide the most reliable and
accurate results in the dam-break problem. For the sway-sloshing problem, the time histories of free
surface elevations on the left side wall of the rectangular tank are compared with experimental and
numerical results available in the literature. It was shown that the VXSPHþAPD treatment significantly
improves the accuracy of the numerical simulations for violent flows with a free surface and lead to the
results which are in very good agreement with experimental and numerical findings of literature in
terms of both the kinematic and the dynamic point of view.

1. Introduction

Due to its Lagrangian and meshless nature, the Smoothed Particle
Hydrodynamics (SPH) method is an exceptionally suitable tool for
modeling highly nonlinear violent flows with a free surface. The SPH
method was introduced simultaneously by Gingold and Monaghan
[3] and Lucy [4] to simulate compressible flow problems in astro-
physics and later extended by Monaghan [1] to model incompres-
sible free surface flows through using a Weakly Compressible SPH
approach (WCSPH) which assumes that a fluid is incompressible if its
density variation is less than 1%. In the SPH method, the continuum
is represented by particles which carry fluid properties such as

density, velocity and pressure, among others. These particles repre-
sent infinitesimally small fluid elements having finite volumes, and
can interact with each other in each time-step through a weight
function having a compact support domain. The relevant governing
equations and boundary conditions are discretized in space over
these particles. Although the WCSPH method has numerous advan-
tages on solving nonlinear engineering problems with large and
rapid deformations in the topology of fluid such as shock [5], high
velocity impact [6], underwater explosion [7] and violent free surface
hydrodynamics [8] problems, it still requires a detail scrutiny to
understand the effect of numerical remedies (i.e., particle distribution
regularization through XSPH, density correction, and some others)
incorporated into the standard WCSPH method on the accuracy of
the solution. As shown in our earlier work [9] as well as in another
work by Molteni and Colagrossi [10], the kinematics of violent flows
with free surface might be easily captured correctly to a certain
extent by using the conventional WCSPH algorithm with commonly
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used formulations in the SPH literature. However, noting that the
WCSPH method is known to produce an oscillatory pressure field
due to the fact that the pressure is calculated from density variation
through an equation of state [10,11], the existence of large and
random oscillations in the pressure field urges SPH practitioners
to develop new numerical correction algorithms to have realistic
pressure values.

In order to circumvent pressure related problems, there have
been some attempts whereby to improve the accuracy, stability
and robustness of numerical solution. In addition to Monaghan's
[12] “artificial viscosity” and “XSPH velocity variant” terms which
have received noticeable acceptance, and in turn have been widely
used by SPH researchers, new numerical remedies or corrective
algorithms have also been incorporated into SPH method in recent
studies. Molteni and Colagrossi [10] added a density diffusion term
into the mass conservation equation, which is a pure numerical
effect and goes to zero as the number of particles increases.
To prevent particle penetration, Zheng and Duan [13] added an
extra position corrector term to the positions of the particles.
They stated that this additional term has a positive effect on the
homogeneous distribution of particles which leads better pressure
fields in the problem domain.

Present work compares numerical remedies namely, density
correction, XSPH velocity variant algorithm commonly used in the
SPH literature among each other and with a relatively recent one
referred to as Artificial Particle Displacement (APD) [2]. It also
introduces a new treatment for free surface problems, which uses a
hybrid combination of velocity updated XSPH, which is hereafter
referred to as VXSPH, algorithm for the free surface particles and
APD for the rest of fluid particles. Two dimensional dam-break
problem, which is quite well-accepted as a benchmark test case
among SPH researchers, is solved using Euler's equation of motion.
Having validated the numerical results by those given in the
literature for the dam-break problem, a two dimensional sway-
sloshing problem is modeled to further test the numerical treat-
ment which has been observed to give the most accurate and
reliable results in the numerical stimulation of dam-break problem.

The present work initially considers the numerical modeling of
the dam-break problem through employing the conventional basic
formulations of the WCSPH method together with the artificial
viscosity term. It is understood that the standard WCSPH formula-
tions without any numerical remedies lead to significant oscilla-
tions in density field and in turn in pressure distributions, thereby
resulting in particle deficient region (a gap) in the vicinity of the
solid wall at the front edge of the flow. In order to eliminate the
noise in pressure field, the density correction treatment is
employed as a numerical remedy to the conventional WCSPH
method since the pressure value of a particle is calculated by an
artificial equation of state [14], which directly relates the density
and pressure of particles. The density correction is considered as a
baseline treatment while other three numerical treatments
(namely, XSPH, APD, and VXSPH) modeled here are used together
with the density correction algorithm individually or in a com-
bined manner. The density correction treatment is applied in the
predictor step and the new pressures are computed by using the
corrected density values.

After confining the pressure oscillations within an admissible
range by using the density correction algorithm, the effects of the
other three different numerical remedies on the pressure, on the free
surface elevation and on the total mechanical energy of the fluid
particles are investigated systematically. The first of these treatments
is the well-known XSPH algorithm which was suggested by Mon-
aghan [1] for high speed free surface flows to keep the particles
orderly and to prevent a particle penetration one by another.
The second one is the method implemented in order to eliminate
particle clustering and fractures due to the tendency of SPH particles

to follow streamline trajectories, wherefore a more homogeneous
particle distribution can be achieved in the computational domain.
Presently, the APD method is further extended to a flow problem
with a violent free surface since in the literature it was originally
used for flow problems with bounding solid boundaries [15]. In the
light of the results of the first two remedies, the hybrid combination
of APD and VXSPH algorithms is used wherein the VXSPH method
is applied only to the particles near the free surface and the
APD treatment is applied only to fluid regions away from the free
surface and fully populated with particles. In SPH modeling of free
surface problems, particles may escape from free surface, which is a
numerical artifact and becomes muchmore noticeable as the velocity
and the non-linearity of the flow increases. The VXSPH algorithm
provides an artificial surface tension force for free surface particles
thereby impeding the escape of individual particles from the free
surface and keeping these particles being attached to the free surface.
The results of simulations for the dam-break problem show that the
combined usage of VXSPH and APD treatments gives the most
reliable and admissible results from both kinematical and dynamical
point of view. The VXSPH-APD hybrid treatment used in the dam-
break problem is further validated for another challenging free
surface problem, namely, two dimensional sway-sloshing wherein
the free surface elevations on the left side wall are compared with
the experimental data and numerical solutions of the studies given
by Pakozdi [16] and Molteni [10].

2. Governing equations and numerical modeling

2.1. Field equations

In the free surface hydrodynamics, the effect of viscosity is
generally assumed to be negligible and the fluid particles are
allowed to have rotational motion which leads the equation of
motion governed by Euler's equation:

du!
dt

¼ �1
ρ
∇Pþ g! ð1Þ

u!¼ d r!
dt

ð2Þ

where, u!; r!, P and ρ are the velocity, position, pressure and

density of particles, respectively, and g! is the gravitational
acceleration. In addition to Euler's equation of motion, the con-
tinuity equation employed is as follows:

dρ
dt

¼ �ρ∇ � u!: ð3Þ

In the SPH method, there are two general approaches for enforcing
the incompressibility condition, namely, the weakly compressible
SPH (WCSPH), and the incompressible SPH (ISPH) methods, which
differ from each other in terms of how the pressure in the
equation of motion is computed. The WCSPH method uses an
explicit artificial equation of state that couples the density with
the pressure through a coefficient widely referred to as the speed
of sound. This approach stems from the initial applications of the
SPH method to the compressible fluid flow problems on the fact
that all fluids may be regarded as weakly compressible, at least
theoretically. The equation of state enforce the incompressibility
condition on the flow such that a small variation in density
produces a relatively large change in pressure thereby limiting
the dilatation of the fluid to one percent. The ISPH technique is
based on the projection method originally proposed in [17], which
is referred to as the standard projection or the divergence-free
ISPH method. In this method, the pressure term in the equation of
motion is computed by solving a pressure Poisson equation with



the divergence of the intermediate velocity being a source term.
There are several recent works which have aimed to compare
WCSPH and ISPH methods for free surface and bluff body pro-
blems [17,18]. Major advantages of WCSPH over ISPH are the ease
of programming, and better ordered particle distributions. Mainly
for these reasons, the WCSPH method has become the most
widespread approach to solve the linear momentum balance
equation in the SPH literature. The standard WCSPH approach
requires the usage of a Mach (M) number (a dimensionless
quantity representing the ratio of speed of fluid to speed of sound)
less than 0.1 to ensure that the flow is incompressible and to avoid
the formation of unphysical void regions in the computational
domain. The WCSPH approach unlike the ISPH method needs to
use extremely small time steps in order to satisfy the Courant–
Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) condition since the speed of sound has a
direct effect on the permissible time-step in a given simulation,
which directly affects the total simulation time [2,19]. There are
various forms of artificial equation of state used within the scope
of WCSPH approach to be able to calculate the pressure for
computing pressure gradient term in the equation of motion. In
this work, the one proposed by Monaghan [12] is used:

p¼ ρ0c
2
0

γ
ρ
ρ0

� �γ

�1
� �

; ð4Þ

where c0 is the reference speed of sound, γ is the specific heat-ratio
of water and is equal to 7 and ρ0 is the reference density which is
equal to 1000 [kg/m3] for fresh water. The value of reference speed
of sound is determined by M. It is required that M � 0:1 to keep
density variation around 1% [12]. The key point in Eq. (4) is that a
very small variation in the density of the fluid particle leads to a
relatively large change in pressure whereby the volume change of
particles is restricted around 1%. Furthermore, it should be noted
that the larger the value of c0, the smaller the value of permissible
time step, Δt due to the CFL stability condition. Hence, to avoid the
unnecessary increase in the computational time, c0 should be small
enough while guaranteeing the incompressibility condition. In the
simulations of the dam-break and sway-sloshing problems, c0 is
taken as 50 [m/s] and 40 [m/s], respectively.

2.2. Discretization of governing equations in SPH method

SPH is a Lagrangian method where the flow domain is repre-
sented by a finite number of movable particles which can carry the
characteristic properties of the problem at hand such as mass,
position, velocity, momentum, and energy. The core of its math-
ematical formulation is based on the interpolation process, where-
fore the fluid system is modeled through the interaction among
particles, which is achieved by an analytical function widely
referred to as the kernel/weighting function Wðrij;hÞ where rij is
the magnitude of the distance vector, r!ij ¼ r!i� r!j for a pair of
particles, namely, the particle of interest i and its neighboring
particles j, and h is the smoothing length. Here, r!i and r!j are the
position vectors for the particle i and j, respectively, and as to be
understood, boldface indices i and j are particle identifiers to
denote particles. An arbitrary continuous function (which can be
scalar, vectorial, or tensorial), Að r!iÞ, or concisely denoted as Ai, can
be interpolated as

Aiffi 〈Að r!iÞ〉�
Z
Ω
Að r!jÞWðrij;hÞd3 r!ij; ð5Þ

where the angle bracket “〈〉” denotes the kernel approximation,
d3 r!ij is the infinitesimal volume element inside the domain,
and Ω represents the total bounded volume of the domain.
The function Ai may represent any hydrodynamic properties such
as velocity, pressure, density, and viscosity. The kernel function

used in the current work is a quintic spline with the form of

WðR;hÞ ¼ αd

ð3�RÞ5�6ð2�RÞ5þ15ð1�RÞ5; 0rRo1
ð3�RÞ5�6ð2�RÞ5; 1rRo2
ð3�RÞ5; 2rRo3
0; RZ3

8>>>><>>>>:

9>>>>=>>>>; ð6Þ

where R¼ rij=h and αd is a coefficient that depends on the
dimension of the problem such that 120/h, 7=ð478πh2Þ and
3=ð359πh3Þ for one, two and three dimensions, respectively [20].
Upon using the SPH approximations which involve the replace-
ment of the integral operation over the volume of the bounded
domain by the mathematical summation operation over all neigh-
boring particles j of the particle of interest i, and the differential
volume element by the mj=ρj, and performing some tedious
mathematical manipulations, the Euler's equation of motion and
the mass conservation can respectively be discretized by the SPH
method as

du!i

dt
¼ � ∑

N

j ¼ 1

pi
ρ2
i

þ pj
ρ2
j

þΠij

!
∇iW ij ð7Þ

dρi

dt
¼ ρi ∑

N

j ¼ 1

mj

ρj
ðu!i� u!jÞ � ∇iW ij: ð8Þ

Here, mj is the mass of the particle j, ∇i is the gradient operator
where the particle identifier i indicates the spatial derivative is
evaluated at particle position i, and Πij is the artificial viscosity
term as

Πij ¼
�αμij

ci þ cj
ρi þρj

; u!ij � r!ijo0

0; u!ij � r!ijZ0

8<:
9=;; ð9Þ

μij ¼ h
ðu!i� u!jÞ � ð r!i� r!jÞ
‖ r!i� r!j‖2þθh2

: ð10Þ

The inclusion of the artificial viscosity term in the Euler equation of
motion is necessary to increase the stability of the numerical
procedures through adding some diffusion to numerical solution.
However, the magnitude of the artificial viscosity coefficient should
also be small enough to prevent the occurrence of the viscous effects
during the fluid flow. The numerical value of α utilized in this work is
determined through comparing the obtained numerical results with
benchmark solutions. In the simulation of dam-break and sway-
sloshing problems, the parameters α and θ are taken as 0.06 and
0.05, respectively. The local speed of sounds in Eq. (9) is found
according to the relation ci ¼ coðρi=ρoÞðγ�1Þ=2.

2.3. Boundary conditions

The accurate force transfer from solid boundary particles onto
the fluid particles is modeled through utilizing ghost particle
technique whereby fluid particles, having a vertical distance less
than 1.55 h from the solid boundary, or in other words, within the
support domain of boundary particles, are mirrored with respect
to the solid wall to create ghost particles outside the flow domain.
Ghost particles are endowed with field variables (i.e., velocity and
pressure) in accordance with the boundary conditions to be
implemented. For the Dirichlet boundary condition, the following
linear interpolation is employed; namely, Λg ¼ 2Λb�Λf while for
the Neumann boundary condition, ghost particles are given the
same fields values as their corresponding fluid particles, and
hence, Λg ¼Λf , where Λg, Λb, and Λf are in the given order
represent the fields variables associated with the ghost, boundary,
and fluid particles. In the simulations of present work for both
dam-break and sway-sloshing problems, walls are modeled with



free slip boundary condition. In dam-break problem, for the
horizontal wall, the ghost particle velocities are evaluated by
∂ux=∂z¼ 0, and uz¼0, necessitating that ux;g ¼ ux;f and
uz;g ¼ �uz;f while for the vertical walls, ∂uz=∂x¼ 0, and ux¼0,
requiring that uz;g ¼ uz;f and ux;g ¼ �ux;f [2]. As for the boundary
conditions for the sway-sloshing problem where the walls have a
harmonic motion, the free slip boundary condition on the hor-
izontal wall requires ux;g ¼ 2ux;b�ux;f and uz;g ¼ �uz;f , and for
the vertical walls it requires that ux;g ¼ 2ux;b�ux;f and uz;g ¼ uz;f .
The pressure boundary condition on the solid walls is enforced as
∇p � n!¼ 0, which requires that ρg ¼ ρf and pg¼pf. As in the case of
fluid particles, the density of boundary particles is computed
through the solution of the continuity equation given in Eq. (3)
and these densities are smoothed by using Eq. (12). Upon deter-
mining the density of boundary particles calculated, pressure of
boundary particles is computed by the usage of previously
introduced equation of state. Due to the dynamic nature of the
problems solved in this work, some boundary particles may not
have enough neighboring fluid particles for accurate calculation of
density of boundary particles. In such a case, these boundary
particles should not feel any pressure force from surrounding fluid
particles. Owing to the density correction through smoothing,
boundary particles with no or insufficient neighboring fluid
particles will acquire density and in turn pressure because of the
transfer of data among boundary particles. To avoid this, and be
able to calculate the pressure of boundary particles correctly, the
density of boundary particles with less than ten fluid particles is
set back to reference density, which corresponds to enforcing zero
pressure for these boundary particles. The free surface boundary
condition is enforced by setting the pressure of particles close to
free surface to the atmospheric pressure through taking the
densities of these particles as reference density. The decision
whether a particle should be regarded as a free surface particle
depends on the number of neighbor particles of the given particle.
In the simulations presented, the average number of neighbor
particles is around 40–45 at each time step. Thus, a fluid particle
with less than twenty-five neighbors is considered as a free
surface particle.

2.4. Time integration

The time integration scheme used in this work is a predictor–
corrector one wherein particle positions, densities and velocities
are updated in the following manner, respectively:

d r!i

dt
¼ u!i;

dρi

dt
¼ ki;

du!i

dt
¼ a!i: ð11Þ

The time integration starts with the prediction of the intermediate

positions and densities of the particles by r!ðnþ1=2Þ
i ¼

r!ðnÞ
i þ0:5u!n

iΔt and ρðnþ1=2Þ
i ¼ ρn

i þ0:5kðnÞi Δt. The pressure values
are calculated from Eq. (4) by using the intermediate densities

while new time steps' velocities are computed by u!ðnþ1Þ
i ¼

u!ðnÞ
i þ a!ðnþ1=2Þ

i Δt. Finally, at the corrector step, the particle positions

and densities are updated at half time step as r!ðnþ1Þ
i ¼

r!ðnþ1=2Þ
i þ0:5u!ðnþ1Þ

i Δt and ρðnþ1Þ
i ¼ ρðnþ1=2Þ

i þ0:5kðnþ1Þ
i Δt.

The superscript n is a temporal index.

3. Numerical treatments

The main focus of this paper is on the comparison of the effects
of different numerical remedies on the accuracy and robustness of
the WCSPH method. These remedies include density (Shephard)

correction, XSPH velocity correction, and artificial particle displa-
cement (APD), which have been widely utilized in the SPH
literature to circumvent the short comings of standard SPH
formulations such as pressure oscillation, non-uniform and clus-
tered particle distributions, among others. To be able to quantify
the effects of these treatments on the numerical results and also
be able investigate their hybrid usage, two important benchmark
problems, namely dam-break and sway-sloshing, are modeled.
The dam-break problem is solved using all these remedies and
results are compared to each other in terms of free surface profiles
and pressure contours before fluid particles hit to the right wall.
Moreover, for each remedy, the pressure values time series at a
point on the right vertical wall are compared with the experi-
mental data given in the literature [10,16] after the fluid particles
hit to the right wall. For the sake of completeness, in following we
concisely elaborate on each individual numerical remedy which
are listed previously.

Density correction algorithm: In the WCSPH approach, the
precise calculation of density field is very critical since the
pressure is directly coupled to density through the artificial
equation of state. Without the density correction treatment, the
pressure fields in the problem domain can oscillate excessively and
become unstable due to the numerical noise generated in the
standard SPH formulations. The inclusion of the density correction
algorithm into the numerical scheme notably improves pressure
distributions, especially close to the solid boundaries. In this work,
the density correction is used as a baseline treatment and always
employed with other numerical remedies through the formulation

bρi ¼ ρi�s
∑N

j ¼ 1ðρi�ρjÞW ij

∑N
j ¼ 1W ij

ð12Þ

where bρ is the corrected density, N is the number of neighbor
particles for particle i and s is a constant which is set to unity in
this work thereby leading to well-known “Shephard” interpolation
in the SPH literature [21].

XSPH velocity variant algorithm: It is to be noted that in the SPH
method, the order of particles affects the accuracy of interpola-
tions for the computations of gradient and Laplacian of fields.
Therefore, for computational stability and accuracy, it is highly
desirable to move the particles in a more orderly fashion.
To achieve this, Monaghan [1] proposed and utilized the XSPH
velocity variant algorithm for free surface flows which later has
become one of the widely used and well-known numerical
remedies for improving the particle distribution. In the XSPH
method, the velocity computed through the solution of equation
of motion is modified such that it includes the contribution from
neighboring particles, thereby coaxing fluid particles to move with

a velocity (similar to the average velocity), u!xsph

i ¼ u!i�Δu!i

through advection equation d r!i=dt ¼ u!xsph

i where Δu!i is the
velocity variant defined as

Δu!i ¼ ɛ ∑
N

j ¼ 1

mj

ρij
ðu!i� u!jÞW ij: ð13Þ

Here, ρij ¼ ðρiþρjÞ=2 and ɛ is a constant commonly taken as 0.5 in
the SPH literature [16]. To avoid the error due to the density
fluctuations in the velocity variant, it is prudent to modify Eq. (13)
as

Δu!i ¼ ɛ
∑N

j ¼ 1ðu
!

i� u!jÞW ij

∑N
j ¼ 1W ij

ð14Þ

Artificial particle displacement (APD) algorithm: Being a numerical
tool based on interpolation theory, the SPH method requires that
particles be distributed as uniformly as possible for the robustness
and the accuracy of numerical models. If particles in the problem



domain acquire a non-uniform and clustered distribution as a result
of solution, it is no longer possible to retain the stability and the
reliability of numerical results, and in extreme cases, the numerical
algorithm may break down. Shadloo et al. [2] in flow simulations
with bounded domains added a small artificial particle displace-
ment term to the position vectors of each particle to disturb the
particle trajectory thereby impeding particle clustering and showed
that the APD method is extremely effective in preserving particle
uniformity, and in turn improving the both the robustness and the
accuracy of the SPH computation. The APD term δ r!i is given as

δ r!i ¼ β ∑
N

j ¼ 1

r!ij

r3ij
r2ovmax Δt ð15Þ

where β is a parameter which is equal to 0.05 in this work,
ro ¼∑jrij=N is the cut-off distance and vmax is the maximum
velocity in the problem domain in every time step. The parameter
β should be small enough not to change the physics of the flow and
large enough for providing a homogeneous and uniform particle
distribution. In this work, the numerical value of the coefficient β is
chosen relying on the simulation results of many different bench-
marks problems solved in our previous works [2,15]. Additionally, it
is noted that the value of APD added to the numerical simulations is
less than 0.1% of the physical particle displacement for a given time
step. Hence, one may directly conclude that the APD does not alter
the neighbors of the given particle of interest, and thus do not
introduce errors to the solution that changes the physics of the
problem at hand. The APD algorithm is employed only for fully
populated flow regions.

Combined XSPH and APD algorithm: The treatment of free surface
is always a challenge in the modeling of hydrodynamics and
generally requires a special care to obtain accurate surface profile.
A combined usage of XSPH and APD treatments is also investigated
as a final numerical remedy where a slightly different implementa-
tion of standard XSPH algorithm is used only for the particles on the
free surface while the APD algorithm is employed for the fully
populated flow regions. The physical regions in the computational
domain where the algorithms are applied are illustrated in Fig. 1.

Recall that in the standard XSPH algorithm, the velocity variant
is appended to the velocity when advancing the particle position
only, but does not affect the velocity used for other SPH calcula-
tions. On the other hand, in the hybrid treatment presented here,

the XSPH velocity u!xsph

i is utilized for both advancing the position

of particles and replacing the fluid velocity, namely, u!i ¼ u!xsph

i ,
which means that the fluid velocity computed through the solu-
tion of the equation of motion is substituted by the average
velocity. This modified velocity is then used for all other SPH
calculations such as the solution of mass and momentum balance
equations for density and velocity. This new treatment is hereafter
referred to as velocity updated XSPH algorithm with the abbrevia-
tion of VXSPH. Since the VXSPH is applied only to a very thin free

surface layer (like first two rows of free surface particles), it does
not change the physical behavior of the flow. The VXSPH acts like a
surface tension force thus keeping particles orderly on the free
surface. The ɛ parameter for VXSPH treatment is chosen to be
relatively smaller than the one for XSPH with the numerical values
of 0.0025 in the dam-break and 0.005 in the sway-sloshing
simulations. The APD treatment on the other hand disturb the
trajectories that particles follow whereby to result in more homo-
geneous particle distribution in the fully populated areas.

4. Numerical results

The numerical treatments explained in the previous section are
applied to the two dimensional dam-break problem sequentially
and the effect of each treatment on the results is presented
comparatively. Subsequently, the numerical treatment that gives
physically the most reasonable and accurate results in the dam-
break problem is used for the two dimensional sway-sloshing
problem and numerically computed free surface elevations on the
walls of the tank are compared with the experimental results
given in [16].

4.1. Dam-break problem: the comparison of the numerical
treatments

The dam-break problemwherein initially stagnant water reserve
starts suddenly to move toward the other wall is a commonly used
benchmark problem for the free surface simulations in the SPH
literature [13,22,23]. The modeling domain and geometry of the 2-D
dam-break problem is given in Fig. 2 where the length parameters
Hw, Lw and L are equal to 0.6 [m], 1.2 [m] and 3.23 [m], respectively
and the initial pressure field of the water reserve is set to the
hydrostatic pressure. All particles have the same initial particle
spacing (dx) which is equal to 0.01 [m] and the smoothing length is
taken as 1.33dx. 7381 fluid particles and 525 solid boundary
particles are used during the simulations. In addition to solid
boundary particles, ghost particles are generated in every time step
and hence, the total number of particles becomes nearly 9000.
The time step value is determined from the CFL conditionwhere the
recommended time step is ΔtrCCFLhij;min=ðciþvmaxÞ [24]. Here
hij ¼ 0:5ðhiþhjÞ and hij;min is the minimum smoothing length
among all i–j pairs which is a constant in this work. CCFL number
should be 0rCCFLr1. In this work, CCFL value is chosen to be 0.4 for
dam-break and 0.5 for sway-sloshing problems. To address the
shortcomings of standard SPH equations and to make a clear list of
remedies that need to be implemented, the present study has
initially simulated the dam-break problem by using the standard
SPH equations without any numerical remedies. In the light of these
simulation results, it is noted that the standard SPH treatment
results in inaccurate pressure fields throughout the simulation,

Fig. 1. The sketch of the physical regions that VXSPH and APD algorithms are
active.
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Fig. 2. The model domain and geometry for dam-break problem.



which becomes particularly significant at the front edge of the flow
thereby causing unphysical fracture or gap between the wall and
the fluid particles, (see Fig. 3(a) for the pressure distribution and the
gap at t ¼ 1:21ðH=gÞ0:5). It is observed that the problem in pressure
and consequent gap is directly related to the calculation of density
through using Eq. (8) without any density correction algorithm.
In this direction, as a first remedial treatment, the density correc-
tion term given in Eq. (12)is added to the algorithm and the
pressure distribution of the new simulation at the same instant is
provided in Fig. 3 as a comparison. One can note the obvious
improvement in computed pressure values and that there is no
longer a gap between solid boundary and leading edge of flow as a
direct result of the density correction treatment. After incorporating
the density correction to standard SPH algorithm for improving the
accuracy of the computed pressure field, XSPH, then APD and finally
combined VXSPH and APD treatments are appended to the SPH
algorithm sequentially. In Fig. 4, the pressure time series after the
impact of the water reserve to the right wall of the tank are
compared with the experimental data given by [10]. The pressure
values are calculated on the right wall at z¼0.115 [m] performing
interpolation with the quintic kernel function, which corresponds

to the lower rim of the pressure sensor used in the experimental
work of Pakozdi [16]. The oscillation in pressure as seen in Fig. 4 can
be attributed to the WCSPH approach. To further reduce the
oscillations in the pressure field, during the calculation of time
series of the pressure values on the right wall (z¼0.115 [m]), the
smoothing length parameter is chosen to be four times larger
than that used in the simulations thereby reducing the oscillations
in pressure since the pressure values at the point of interest are
calculated by considering larger region. The h value used in
acquiring wall pressure is found to be optimum since increasing
its value does not change the calculated wall pressure. As can be
seen from Fig. 4, the hybrid VXSPHþAPD treatment provides the
most comparable results with experimental data. It enables accu-
rate prediction of the time at which the flow impacts upon the wall.
Furthermore, the pressure values after the impact of the flow are in
very good agreement with the experimental data. On the other
hand, the density correction treatment predicts the hit of the fluid
to the wall with some delay and under estimates the experimen-
tally measured pressure. Similar to results of the simulation with
density correction alone, the XSPH velocity variant treatment also
captures the instant of the impact of the fluid with small latency,
but immediately after the hit of fluid to the right wall, there is a
significant drop in pressure values. Having observed the difference
in pressure evolutions for different remedies at the right wall,
it becomes a necessity to compare the free surface profiles of
treatments among each other before and after the water reserve
hits the wall. Figs. 5 and 6 show the free surface profiles at
t ¼ 2:23ðHw=gÞ0:5 and t ¼ 5:34ðHw=gÞ0:5, respectively, where for
plotting convenience, the splashing particles are neglected when
the free surface contour is created. Fig. 5 clearly denotes that the
free surface profiles of all treatments are nearly the same before the
water reserve reaches the right vertical wall. However, one can
clearly see from Fig. 6 that the variations in pressure values for each
treatment reported in Fig. 4 have profound effect on the free surface
profile after the water reserve hit the wall. Another comparative
graph for four treatments is given in Fig. 7, which shows the
pressure distribution and particle positions on the whole domain at
a given instant. It is notable that the VXSPH acts like a surface
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tension force for a very thin layer of free surface particles and in
turn eliminates the scattering of these particles to large extent
especially on the front edge. The pressure values of APD and
VXSPHþAPD treatments are in mesh with each other as can be
seen from Fig. 7(b) and (d) and also from the pressure time series
given in Fig. 4, implying that the VXSPH treatment does not
alter the physics of the problem. Due to its improvements on the
numerical results, the VXSPHþAPD treatment is used as a default
approach in the simulations performed as a sequel to the dam-
break problem. To show the convergence of the numerical solu-
tions, the total number of particles is increased step by step.
The total number of fluid particles is determined by using four
different Hw=dx ratios which are 60, 67, 75 and 85. These ratios
correspond to 7381, 8978, 11,250 and 14,792 fluid particles, respec-
tively. In Fig. 8 variations of dimensionless pressure on the right
wall as a function of dimensionless time for four different particle
resolutions are given. The comparison of results on these four
particle resolutions clearly indicates that the coarse particle number
can produce numerical results with satisfactory accuracy given the
trade-off between computational costs and capturing flow charac-
teristics of interest. Because finer particle resolutions are computa-
tionally expensive, the coarse particle number is chosen for the
numerical simulations presented in this paper. As a final data
analysis for this test problem, the time evolution of the total
mechanical energy is compared for four numerical treatments with
the intention of quantifying numerical dissipation incurred. Total

mechanical energy is computed through summing the total kinetic
(KE) and potential (PE) energies of the particles. Fig. 9 shows
the variation of dimensionless total mechanical energy,
ðEo�ðKEþPEÞÞ=δE as a function of a dimensionless time where
δE¼ Ef �Eo, and Eo and Ef are respectively potential energies at t¼0
and t ¼1, at which the fluid is fully static. The comparison of
dissipation rates of the total mechanical energy among the numer-
ical treatments used in the present work shows that the
VXSPHþAPD treatment conserves the total mechanical energy
better than other three treatments since it leads to less numerical
energy dissipation.

4.2. Sway-sloshing problem

To further test capability of the VXSPHþAPD hybrid treatment,
sway-sloshing motion of a partially filled rectangular tank shown is
modeled, and numerical results are compared with those of Pakozdi
[16]. For the sake of comparison, the geometry of the computational
domain as well as the relevant modeling parameters (i.e., amplitude
and the angular frequency of the sway motion) is chosen to be the
same as those of the reference [16]. The length L and the height H of
the tank and the depth of water Hw are respectively 1.73 [m], 1.05 [m],
and 0.5 [m]. The input parameters for the current model are: density
ρ¼ 1000 ½kg=m3�, gravitational acceleration g¼9.81 [m/s2], initial
particle spacing Δx¼ 0:01 ½m�, smoothing length h¼ 1:33Δx ½m�,
artificial viscosity coefficient α¼ 0:06. The total number of particles

Fig. 7. Comparing the particle positions and pressure fields at t ¼ 5:34ðHw=gÞ0:5. (a) Density correction treatment alone, (b) density correction with APD treatment,
(c) density correction with XSPH treatment and (d) density correction with combined VXSPH and APD treatment.
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in the problem domain is approximately 9500. The initial positions,
velocities and pressures of the current test case are set in the same
manner as the dam-break problem and the time step used is equal to
0.00015 [s]. Unlike the reference [16] where the sway motion of the
tank is modeled by the cosine function for both numerical modeling
and experimental study, in this work for numerical convenience, it is
prescribed by a sinusoidal function as xðtÞ ¼ A sin ðwtÞ where A is the
amplitude and ω is the angular frequency of the motion. The
amplitude and the angular frequency of the sway motion are given
as 0.08 [m] and 3.696 [rad/s], respectively, which lead to the period of
1.7 [s] for the harmonic motion of the tank. This preference to use sine
function is for avoiding an initial large acceleration and allowing fluid
particles to start their motion smoothly. Figs. 10 and 11 present the
results of the current work as compared to experimental and
numerical results in terms of digital time series of free surface
elevations for two different positions of the tank, (namely, close to
the left wall where x¼0.05 [m] and at the mid section of the tank
where x¼0.865 [m]). It can be seen from Fig. 10 that the periods and
the amplitudes of the harmonic motion of the fluid are in very good
agreement with the numerical results and experimental data of the
literature. Wave elevations recorded and computed at the middle of
the tank are presented in separate plots in Fig. 11 (to avoid confusion
due to crabby nature of the curves). As the data frequency at the
middle of the tank is twice the frequency close to the wall, showing all
the results on the same figure results in the scratchy and crabbed data
presentation. Therefore, we have presented them in separate subplots
given in Fig. 11 plots. As a final output of this study, the free surface
profiles and the pressure distributions at given instants are shown in
Fig. 12. It is from the figures that the VXSPHþAPD treatment provides
satisfactory particle distribution and free surface profiles wherein
particle clustering and particle splashing or separation from the free
surface are eliminated.

5. Concluding remarks

In this work, two important 2-D nonlinear violent free surface
problems, namely dam-break and sway-sloshing are numerically
simulated by utilizing the SPH method. On the one hand, the main
objective of this study is to show the proven capability of the SPH
method for modeling violent free surface flows, while on the other
hand to underline that the SPH technique may still require some
special treatments or fine-tuning to improve the accuracy of the
solutions. Towards this end, a 2-D dam-break problem is modeled
as a benchmark test case with several special remedies elaborated
in the body of this work through solving continuity and Euler's
equations by the WCSPH approach. The artificial viscosity term is
added to the Euler's equation to preserve the stability of the
numerical solution. The effects of these special numerical treat-
ments, namely, density correction, the XSPH velocity variant, APD,
and an hybrid combination of velocity updated XSPH (VXSPH) and

APD treatments are compared quantitatively. Initially, the conven-
tional SPH equations are utilized to model the benchmark test case
and the examination of the results has suggested that a density
correction algorithm is vital for obtaining accurate pressure dis-
tributions in computational domain. Subsequently, XSPH velocity
variant and APD treatments are also added to the WCSPH algorithm
with density correction. It is observed that APD algorithm gives
quite compatible results with experimental pressure data on the
right wall because of providing a much more homogeneous particle
distribution. However, the excessive splashing of particles after the
water reserve hit to the right wall disturbs the free surface and
hence needs to be circumvented. The free surface profile of the
benchmark test cases is improved utilizing a novel approach which
is based on the hybrid usage of the VXSPH applied to the free
surface particles and APD algorithm applied to the rest of fluid
particles. The VXSPH algorithm implemented on the free surface
particles alone essentially acts like an artificial surface tension
hence keeping free surface particles together. As a second test case,
2-D sway-sloshing problem is handled by only the proposed hybrid
numerical treatment which provides the most reliable and accurate
results in the dam-break problem. The time histories of the water
level elevation at the right wall of the tank are compared with the
given experimental and numerical results in Pakozdi's work [16].
Additionally, at given instants, the free surface profiles and the
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pressure fields attained in this work are represented sequentially.
In light of the obtained results, one may conclude that the hybrid
treatment proposed and employed in this work leads to numerical
results which are in very good agreement with the experimental
and numerical findings of the literature.
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